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The Wawenumber-Phase Velocity 
Representation for the Turbulent 
Wall-Pressure Spectrum 
Wall-pressure fluctuations can be represented by a spectrum level that is a function 
of flow-direction wavenumber and frequnecy, $(ku co). In the theory developed 
herein the frequency is replaced by a phase speed; u> = ckh At low wavenumbers the 
spectrum is a universal function if nondimensionalized by the friction velocity u* 
and the boundary layer thickness 8, while at high wavenumbers another universal 
function holds if nondimensionalized by u* and viscosity v. The theory predicts that 
at moderate wavenumbers the spectrum must be of the form $+ (k\, co+ =c+k\) 
= k\~2P+ (Ac+) where P+(Ac+) is a universal function. Here Ac+ is the difference 
between the phase speed and the speed for which the maximum o /$ + occurs. Similar 
laws exist in outer variables. New measurements of the wall-pressure are given for 
a large Reynolds number range; 45,000 < Re= U08/v< 113,000. The scaling laws 
described above were tested with the experimental results and found to be valid. 
An experimentally determined curve for P+ (Ac+) is given. 

Introduction 
In the general situation where a boundary layer develops 

slowly, the flow only depends on the local properties; the layer 
thickness, friction velocity, fluid density, pressure gradient, 
and the characteristic Mach number and Reynolds number of 
the flow. This paper deals with incompressible flow where the 
Mach number is nearly zero. As in the general theory of tur
bulent boundary layers the development is organized as the 
limiting behavior for high Reynolds numbers. Although the 
data we will present are for zero-pressure gradients, the theory 
is also applicable to flows with pressure gradients. 

It is well-known that turbulent boundary layers have two 
distinctively different layers; the outer inviscid layer and the 
inner wall layer. These layers are not mutually exclusive but 
have a region of overlap, the "log region." The extent of the 
overlap region increases directly with the Reynolds number. 
Because the wall pressure is influenced by turbulent motions 
from throughout the boundary layer, changes in boundary 
layer overlap structure are reflected by changes in the spectrum. 
In this paper, we develop a theory that accounts for the ex
pansion of the frequency range in a rational way. 

Over the last thirty years numerous measurements of the 
wall-pressure field have been made. Even though approaches 
exist which seek to characterize the signature of wall pressure 
from coherent turbulent structures (Dinkelacker, 1977; Wil-
czynski and Casarella, 1993) experimental studies generally 
concern the statistical description of the wall-pressure field. 
Results for Rpp (£, f, T) are presented in physical and temporal 
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space (for example, WiUmarth, 1975) and Panton, 1980). Re
lated quantities have been studied in physical and frequency 
space, Spp (£, f, co), by among others, Bull (1967), Blake (1970), 
WiUmarth (1970), for aerodynamic boundary layers, and by 
Carey (1967), Bakewell (1968), and Benarrous (1979) for hy-
drodynamic boundary layers. Fourier transforming the results 
obtained in physical space (Wills, 1970; Karangelen et al., 
1991); Manoha, 1991) gives one access to a continuous rep
resentation of the cross-spectrum in A:-co space. 

Theory 
A physical characteristic of turbulent wall layers is that the 

fluctuations, which have a small characteristic velocity, are 
convected with a much larger velocity. The crudest approxi
mation is that the convection velocity is a constant fraction of 
the free-stream velocity. A much better approximation is that 
the convection velocity is approximately the local mean ve
locity. The physical process of convection is emphasized by 
introducing a phase velocity defined by 

c = u>/k< (1) 
With this substitution the spectrum function $(&[, co) can be 
given as a function of ku and c. 

$ = (*i, c*i) (2) 

(Wills (1970) used this approach to separated acoustic noise 
from his measurements.) The physical picture is that the pres
sure fluctuations are primarily the result of superimposed com
ponents of wavenumber ku being convected at a speed c over 
the wall. At a specific point on the wall it is expected that 
turbulent fluctuations of small scale convected at a low speed 
will produce the same frequency as a large fluctuation con-
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vected at a high speed. By using c and kx as independent 
variables the contributions of different size eddys to the same 
frequency are separated. 

It is a fact that the extent of influence of a turbulent fluc
tuation is proportional to its size. The largest fluctuations have 
a spatial scale about the size of the boundary layer thickness, 
while the smallest scales are related to the thickness of the 
viscous sublayer. Thus, a small eddy that is in the outer layer 
is not felt on the wall. This is particularly true as the Reynolds 
number becomes high and the outer layer is large compared 
to the inner layer. If it is valid that the highest wavenumber 
portion of the spectrum comes only from the inner layer then 
the proper nondimensional variables are scaled with the inner 
scales u and v, that is 

— 2 2,, 

P ""* 
kt-1^- c+ 

, K\ — , C 

c 
(3) 

In this form the spectrum $ + should be nearly independent 
of the Reynolds number in the region of high kx. Moreover, 
this portion of the spectrum should not be influenced greatly 
by an external pressure gradient. 

At the other end of the spectrum, the largest turbulent eddys 
exist only in the outer layer and have a size scaled by the 
boundary layer thickness 5. The intensity of fluctuation in these 
eddys also scales with u*. The appropriate outer scaling (the 
use of u* and 5 for scaling the frequency spectrum was pro
posed long ago and has been experimentally confirmed by 
Farabee and Casarella, 1991) is 

• 2„3<;2 ' * 1 - K l ° . <--
P UJ> 

t/o. 
(4) 

At low wavenumbers this form for E should be roughly in
dependent of the Reynolds number, however, it will be sensitive 
to the pressure gradient. An important assumption is that the 
phase velocity is expressed as a defect law; an analogy with 
the mean velocity profile where it is known to be the correct 
form. 

The ratio of outer and inner scales is the Reynolds number 

Re = — 
* v (5) 

Inner and outer spectrum variables, defined above, are simply 
related through this Reynolds number. The relations are 

E = * + Re;2, K^ktRe,, C=c+ -Ux/ut (6) 

It should be noted that U^/u^ is a function of the Reynolds 
number. 

Next, we consider the ridge in the /t, - c plane where * has 
a local maximum for constant wavenumber (d#, dc = 0). The 
values along the ridge are noted by the subscript max and the 
location is the curve c+

max = c+
miix (kf). 

Emax(K[) = 'E(Ki, Ki Cmax) 

<s>Lx(kt) = <s>+(kt,c+aM) (7) 

The curve c +
m&x can be considered as the convective velocity of 

the pressure fluctuations. As with the complete spectra these 
maxima functions are independent of Reynolds number in the 
inner and outer scaling at high and low wavenumbers, re
spectively. Of interest in the current paper is the overlap con
vective law given by Panton and Linebarger (1974). 

1 
ln(A-,+) + C (8) 

The constants here are the same as those in the mean velocity 
law (note that conversion of Eq. (8)) from k\ to Kt is accom
plished using the friction law; 

^ = ±ln(R«.) + C+25 
U„ K K 

* 
Assume that there is an overlap region in $max as a function 

of kx where both inner and outer scaling are valid. That is, 
there is a region of intermediate wavenumbers where both 
expressions in Eq. (7) are valid 

:<J>+ Re~ (9) 

Since this is a finite region we may differentiate Eq. (9) with 
respect to K\ to obtain 

^ £ m a x _ ^ ( ^ m a x R e ; 2 ) ^ r 

dKx dkt dKi 

Using the relation K1 = k+
iRet, separating variables, and con

sidering Kx and k \ to be independent (for fixed Kx, Re t could 
be changed) leads to 

K 
3 " ^ m a x (Ari+)3rf*4x_ : Constant = A ' (10) 

dKx
 v" ' ' dkt 

One of the two differential equations that result is 

d-Lm3x = A'Kt3 dK, 

Thus, in the range of wavenumbers where there is an overlap, 
the behavior of the maximum values must be 

Emax=^^f2 + C1 (10a) 

Similar arguments produce the inner form of this relation 

c 
^max 

f 
ki 
P 

Re. 
Rppti, f, r) 

Spptf) 
Spp(u) 

SppiZ, f, «) 
t/„ 

* 
a 

8* 
8 

= 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
— 

= 
= 
= 
= 

= 
= 

phase speed 
convection velocity 
frequency 
streamwise wavenumber 
pressure fluctuation 
Reynolds number ut8/v 
cross-correlation function 
wall-pressure power spectral density 
wall-pressure spec-trum: 4^5^(0)) = 
Spp(f) 
wall-pressure cross-spectrum 
free-stream velocity 
friction velocity 
coefficient for streamwise decay of 
coherence 
displacement thickness 
boundary layer thickness 

p = density 
$(A:i, k2, o>) = wavenumber and frequency cross-spec

trum 
#(A"1, w) = integrated wavenumber spectrum 

v = kinematic viscosity 
T = time delay 

T0 = mean wall shear stress (T0 = />«*2) 
ij, f = streamwise and transverse separation 

distance 
co = angular frequency, 2irf 

P+(c+, k\) = spectrum function 
RpP(i, f, T) = p(x, z, t)>p{x+k, z+r> t+r) 
Spp(i, f, co) = \/2-K[R„,(S, f, r).exp(-/coT) 

d£, d{ dr— 
# ( * „ kit co) = 1/8TT3 \Rpp(i, f, T).exp(/(*i$ + *3* 

-cor))d£ d$dr 
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*max = ^4 kr2+C2 (106) 

Back substitution into Eq. (9) shows that the constants are 
zero. Equations (10) were previously given by Panton (1990). 

The essential mathematical element of the argument above 
is that a function of the single variable, ku has an overlap 
region which expands with Reynolds number. Any other math
ematical property of the spectra where c is eliminated to leave 
only the independent variable k\ can be similarly treated. Here 
we extend the argument to prove that the spectra in the overlap 
region must also have a universal shape. Consider the integral 
below over c+ with k\ as a parameter 

I+{kt) = ^$+(kt,c+kt)d(c+kt) (11a) 

k* = constant 

Transforming the integral into outer variables yields 

I+(kt)=Re*\jL(Ki, CKX) d^CK^Rt*!^) (116) 

Applying the same overlap argument as above to the functions 
I+ (Art) and l(Ki) shows that we should expect a range of 
moderate wavenumbers where the integrals must have the fol
lowing trends 

I+{kt)=Bkt~i l(Kl) = BKi~
l (12) 

Next, consider that the expressions in Eq. (12) can be solved 
for the constant B 

B = ktl+(kt)=\kt2<f>+(kt, c+kt) dc+ (13) 

Let the integrand be denoted by P+ 

P+{ct, kt)=kt2$+{kt, c+ kt) (14) 

Consider P+ as a function of c+ with k\ as a parameter. Fur
thermore, note that there is no change in the level of P+ when 
it is expressed in outer variables. 

'IL2 

V R e * , 
= Ki

2L = P(C,Kl) (15) 

We will call P+ or P the spectrum function. 
For constant wavenumber the peaks of the P+ curves can 

be lined up by introducing the variable 

A c + = c + - c , ^ ( * , ) (16) 

In the overlap range c+
mRX is given by Eq. (10). Likewise, the 

outer representation should be based on the defect velocity 

A C = C - C m a x = A c + (17) 

Equations (15) and (17) imply that any statement about P + ( c + , 
k\) also applies to P(C, K{). 

Next we will show that P+ has a universal form, that is 
P+(c+, k\)= P+(Ac+) for any k\ is in the overlap region. 
To prove this consider a new integral from the maximum 
c+

raaxt0 a n arbitrary point c+
max +Ac + 

{c max + Ac + 
P+(c+,kt)dc+ 

c max 

Since P+(c+, k\) = P(C,Kl), Eq. (15), and AC=Ac + , Eq. 
(17), the value of this integral is unchanged when it is trans
formed into outer variables, that is 

J
c max + &c 

V{C,Kl)dC=I2(K1;±Q (18) 
^max 

Therefore, the overlap arguments can be applied to show that 
I\ is constant (for fixed Ac+) over the range of overlap wave-
numbers. Equally as important is the fact that the argument 
is good for any choice of Ac+ =AC. 

Figure 1 shows the integral for a certain value of Ac+ for 
two different wavenumbers. Assume the opposite of what we 

P+(c+, kt)=kt2$* = E Re* 

Fig. 1 Spectrum function P*(c+). Two curves for distinct wavenumbers. 

Table 1 Boundary layer characteristics 
Uo m/s 
u m/s 
5 m 

n C 
d+ 

Re 
* 

20 
0.826 
0.0358 
0.16 
5.082 
166 
1908 

30 
1.18 
0.0358* 
0.16* 
5.082* 
238 
2725 

40 
1.56 
0.0359 
0.087 
5.018 
314 
3662 

50 
1.9 
0.0358* 
0.16* 
5.082* 
385 
4400 

60 
2.19 
0.0359 
0.27 
5.52 

5086 

•Extrapolated values from 20 m/s. 

desire to prove; namely, that the curves for two different over
lap wavenumbers are distinct as shown. Since the integrals are 
equal by Eq. (18) there must be a crossover point between 
c+

max and c+
max + Ac+ . If this were true we could immediately 

choose the crossover point as a new Ac + and the integrals to 
this new value would be different. This contradicts the known 
fact in Eq. (18), hence the curves P+(Ac+) = ~P(AQ must be 
identical (universal) for all k\ in the overlap region. 

As an aside we note that if one deals with the complete 
spectrum with zero span wise separation $+

pp (k\, k\ = Q, 
c + k\), as opposed to the spectrum that is integrated over 
k3, the corresponding result is $+

pp (k\, fc+
3 = 0, c+k\) = 

Arr3P^(Ac+ ,*-D. 
We summarize the results with the following statements. For 

high wavenumbers the spectrum function P+ (Ac+, k\) depends 
on k\ but should be independent of the Reynolds number. 
Similarly, for low wavenumbers the outer representation 
P(AC, Ki) should be roughly independent of Reynolds num
ber. The range of overlap wavenumbers that connects these 
representations expands directly with increasing Reynolds 
number. It has been shown that within an overlap range of 
wavenumbers, denoted by Kx min to k\mm the spectrum func
tion is a universal function _P+(Ac+); in other words, P+(Ac+, 
k\) becomes independent of k\. 

Moreover, it has previously been proposed, Panton and 
Linebarger (1974), that the convection velocity c ^ is a uni
versal function for high wavenumbers, Cmax is a universal func
tion for low wavenumbers, and the overlap region is given by 
Eqs. (18). 

Comparison with Experiments 

The theory was tested by measurement made in the wind 
tunnel of the Acoustics Center at Ecole Centrale de Lyon. The 
tunnel, illustrated in Fig. 2 and described more fully in Robert 
(1993), was especially constructed to minimize acoustic con
tamination by upstream machinery and ambient noise. 

The mean velocity profiles, shown in Fig. 3, were measured 
with a Pitot tube for three flow speeds: 20, 40, 60 m/s. These 
profiles were used to determine the parameters u*, 5, and II 
by the methods which are fully given by Robert (1993). The 
values, see Table 1, are consistent with the different laws di
recting the characteristics of the boundary layer at different 
speeds. The wake components, II, are variable and somewhat 
smaller than the nominal value of 0.6. Casarella and coworkers 
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Air input 

Test section 

Secondary circuit 

Anechoic room 

Fig. 2 The anachoic wind tunnel facility at Ecole Centrale de Lyon 

3 0 

B 9 5 6 7 

L n ( y U * / v ) 

Fig. 3 Boundary layer velocity profiles. Law of the wall coordinates. 

ft 
ft 
ft 
M 

1 2 3 4 
Log ( f / 1 Hz ) 

Fig. 4 Wall pressure frequency spectra in dB (ref 1 Pa2/Hz) for 20, 30, 
40, and 50 m/s. Note that the origin is shifted for each curve. 

(private communication) have noted that the method of trip
ping has a large and longlasting effect on this value. 

The frequency spectra measurements are presented for the 
four velocities in Fig. 4. In this figure one can observe some 
strong energetic levels at very low frequencies. These levels 
comes from stationary acoustic waves that occur in the test 
section between the upstream convergent and the exit section. 
In what follows we will limit the displays to frequencies above 
50 Hz. The spectra levels obtained in the present study are 
roughly ldB lower than those of Farabee and Casarella (1991). 

A more precise description of the wall-pressure field is ob
tained with the cross-spectrum Spp (£, f, w). Below we discuss 
only the behavior with respect to £. In general, the cross-

(J 

2 0 

1 5 
0 .00 0 .02 0 . 0 4 0 .06 0 .08 0.10 

S e p a r a t i o n , (m.) 

Fig. 5 Streamwise cross-spectrum of the wall pressure for U„ = 30 
m/s and f=900 Hz; (a) coherence function, (b) phase function, (c) con
vection velocity 

spectrum is a complex function that is often represented by 
the coherence function A(%, u)= \SPP(%, 0, co)\/(Spl (OJ) 
SP2(<>>))0'5 together with a phase function 6(£, to). The coherence 
expresses the decreasing activity of the pressure field associated 
with the w frequency when it is convected over a distance £. 
A (different) convection velocity is obtained from 
£/c(£, W) = GJ£/G(£, to). A typical example of the evolution of 
these three functions is shown in Fig. 5. At a given frequency, 
the coherence function shows a nearly exponential decrease 
with £ while the phase increases almost, but not quite, linearly. 
The departure of the phase from linearity is easier to see in 
the convection velocity which increases slightly with the sep
aration. 

For a given frequency the cross-spectrum $(£i, o) was ob-
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N 
5000 

4000 -

3000 

2000 

1000 

500 1000 
Wavenumber Kl (1/m) 

1500 

Fig. 6 Contour plot of streamwise wave number frequency spectrum 
of wall pressure in dB (ref 1 Pa2 m/Hz) with increments of 2.5 dB for 
Uo = 20 m/s. Frequency (50 Hz) and wave number limits (1 db and 3db 
loss from microphone spatial sensitivity) are given by dashed line. 

0 5 0 0 1000 
W a v e n u m b e r Kl ( 1 / m ) 

1500 

Fig. 7 Contour plot of streamwise wave number frequency spectrum 
of wall pressure in dB (ref 1 Pa2 m/Hz) with increments of 2.5 dB for 
Uo = 20m/s. 

tained by a fast Fourier Transform over the space variable £ 
of the cross-spectrum Spp (ij, 0, w). A typical wavenumber cross-
spectrum presents a principal peak that characterizes the con
verted nature of the wall-pressure field. The evolution of the 
convection peak is presented as a function of frequency for 
the two extreme Reynolds numbers in Figs. 6 and 7. Two types 
of limit lines are shown on the figures; one for the 50Hz 
acoustic standing waves mentioned earlier and the second cor
responding to two estimates for the transducer resolution. The 
estimates were made considering a one db and three db loss 
of response for a circular diaphragm with a radius 80 percent 
of the microphone radius. 

The increase of the flow velocity, and thus the convection 
velocities, manifests itself in the straightening of the convection 
contours towards the frequency axis. As Wills (1970) and Choi 
and Moin (1990) have observed, the convection ridge has a 
tendency to broaden when the frequency rises. This broadening 
is induced by the reduction of the correlation lengths at high 
frequencies. The ridge presents a strong asymmetry with an 
abrupt fall of level toward the low wavenumbers. This behavior 
is equally observable in the results of Willis and Choi and Moin 
but less so than in those of Karangelen et al. (1991). This 
asymmetry cannot come from the FFT process on the cross-
spectrum modulus because it only acts grossly and in a sym
metrical fashion on the width of the convection peak. It comes 
instead from the nonlinearity of the phase 9 as a function of 
the separation. That is to say the evolution of the convection 
velocity with the separation. A constant convection velocity, 
that is 0 a linear function, would only induce a symmetrical 
convection peak centered on u/Uc in the wavenumber space. 

The experimental results were reprocessed into the form 
P(AC, Ki) and contour plots for wind tunnel speeds of 20, 

10 20 3 0 
W a v e n u m b e r 

Fig. 8 Spectrum function P(K, C). Level in dB (5 dB between solid lines) 
U„ = 20 m/s, Re* = 1908. Frequency and wave number limits given by 
dashed line. 

U 

U 
0 
H 

id 

a 

0 

,w 
J) 
P 

- 1 5 

- 2 0 

10 20 30 4 0 
W a v e n u m b e r : Kl 

5 0 

Fig. 9 Spectrum function P(K, C). Level in dB (5 dB between solid lines) 
Uo = 50 m/s, Re* = 4400. Frequency and wave number limits given by 
dashed line. 

30, 40, and 50 m/s, Re* = 1900 to 4500, and plotted in contour 
maps. The extreme cases are given in Figs. 8 and 9. Note that 
all of the data presented are made dimensionless by boundary 
layer parameters and not by the rms of the signals. The limit 
lines for acoustic interference and transducer resolution are 
again shown. 

The overlap region where P(AC, K\) is only a function of 
AC is also evident. This is seen more accurately in Figs. 10 
through 12 where cuts at constant wavenumber for the different 
Reynolds number are plotted. At Ki = 10 the overlap region 
has not been reached as the peak of the curves are noticeably 
lower than those of the other figures. Comparison of the re
maining curves with each other shows no significant difference. 
For reference a curve fit to the data (from Kx = 20, and 30) is 
plotted. The equation that resulted is 

10LogP = .4+5AC+C(AC)2 + .D(AC)3 

+ £(AC)4 + F(AC)5 (19) 
.4=-11.09, 5 = 0.05333, C=-0.3851, 

D= -0.03458, £ = 0.005006, £=0.0007544 
The free-stream speed, C=0, is an effective maximum for the 
phase speed. 

The drop-off in the spectrum at very low wavenumbers is 
shown in Fig. 13. Here cuts of the spectrum function are made 
at constant wavenumbers and the data from the two extreme 
Reynolds number grouped on a single graph. The similarity 
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- 2 0 
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Fig. 10 Spectrum function at K, = 10 for all Re* 
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<t 
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10 

Eq.19 
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Defect P h a s e Velocity : C 

O 

Fig. 13 Spectrum function for low wavenumbers at different K for 
Re* = 1908 and 4400. 

- 1 0 

- 1 5 
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Fig. 11 Spectrum function at (C, =20 for Re* 
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Fig. 14 Maximum of spectrum function for all Re* 
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Fig. 12 Spectrum function at K, = 30 for all Re* 

1 0 

• H 

0 
0 
H 

10 20 3 0 4 0 
W a v e n u m b e r : Kl 

Fig. 15 Convective velocity 

50 

with Reynolds number is very good and confirms, at least for 
these values, that the low wavenumber spectrum is independent 
of Re* (see also Fig. 14). Theoretically these wavenumbers are 
sensitive to pressure gradient. As the wavenumber decreases 
the content at low phase velocities remains about the same, 
the peak decreases and moves slightly to higher velocities, and 
the content at high phase velocities broadens noticeably. For 
example, at a wavenumber of Kt = 4 the curves rise rapidly 
from C=0 , essentially the free-stream velocity. Although the 
spectrum levels at low Kx and high velocities are quite low the 
broadening is to be expected physically. It is well-known that 
boundary layers have potential fluctuations out to distances 
considerably larger than y = <5. Explicit evidence of the con
nection between the potential fluctuations and the wall pressure 
has been obtained by correlating a hot wire at distances greater 
than 5 and a wall microphone. Such data have been given by 
Farabee and Casarella (1991) and Panton et al. (1980). 

The drop-off of the maximum values of the spectrum func
tion is presented in Fig. 14 for all Reynolds numbers. Again 
the curves correlate very well. There is negligible contribution 
to the spectrum function (seven db down from the peak) for 
wavenumbers less than Kx = 2.5. The value for which the level 
reaches a constant, 10 log P = - 1 1 , marks the lower end of 
the overlap region and is about Kmin= 14 (the corresponding 
wavelength is Amin = 0.45 5). This is a little higher than the 
value of Kmin = 6 chosen by Karangelen et al. (1991). The data 
show a slight downward trend at higher wavenumbers, how
ever, the accuracy of the calculation and scatter of the results 
are becoming larger so this is probably not an actual physical 
trend. 

The convective velocities Cmax (Kx) for all Reynolds numbers 
are given on Fig. 15. The different Reynolds numbers correlate 
very well in terms of these variables, especially when one notes 
that blunt contours give difficulty in obtaining Cmax when K\ 
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is low. For the overlap region of wavenumbers the theoretical 
relation obtained by rearranging Eq. (8) is 

C m a x = - - l n ( ^ ) - — (20) 
K K 

This equation is shown on Fig. 15 for two values of the wave 
strength constant II, 0.28, and 0.6. The values 0.28 is a fit to 
the data of the figure while 0.6 is the number most often given 
as typical of zero pressure gradient boundary layers. For com
parison recall (Table 1) that the tested velocity profiles yielded 
values of 0.09 to 0.27. The fact that the detailed nature of the 
outer flow is very important to the low wavenumber spectrum 
was emphasized by Farabee and Casarella (1991) and we concur 
on this point. 

The deviation from the overlap law, a wake law if you like, 
occurs toward lower values of the velocity. This is in agreement 
with the results presented recently in Karangelen et al. (1991) 
but in the opposite direction from the older data of Wills 
(1970). Also noted from Figs. 8 and 9 that the contours are 
very broad and blunt in this region. The results do not approach 
the free-stream as K\-~0. This means that there are always 
very low wavenumber components within the boundary layer 
traveling at low velocities that are as important as the low 
wavenumber potential motions in the free-stream. 

Because of transducer spatial resolution and the minimum 
spacing between microphones, the data do not extend to high 
enough wavenumbers to see the drop off in the spectrum func
tion from viscous effects. We can guess that this begins for 
wavelengths about twice the buffer layer thickness. X+ = 100 
or fc+

max = A:1j'/M*]max = 0.0625. For a Reynolds number of 
Re* = 1000 this is equivalent to K{ =62, a value beyond the 
range of the measurements. 

Conclusions 
The wall pressure fluctuations under a turbulent wall layer 

have been discussed in terms of a spectrum function with 
stream wise wavenumber kt and phase velocity c as variables. 
The conversion of the frequency into a wavenumber and phase 
velocity, u> = k\ c, allows a theory that postulates an overlap 
range of wavenumbers where both inner and outer variables 
are valid. The most important theoretical conclusion is that 
the spectrum in the overlap region is of the form $ + {k\, 
u+=c+k+

1)= {k\Y2 P+(Ac+) in inner variables or E = A","2 

P(AQ in outer variables. Here Ac+=AC is the difference 
between the phase speed and the speed for which the maximum 
of $ + occurs. Experimental data validate the overlap form 
and show that P(AC) =P+(Ac+) is an asymmetric function. 
This representation is valid from A:i5]min= 14 to some value of 
k\v/u*]mm (about 0.0625?) which is too high for the experi
ments to resolve. The overlap convective law for cmax from 
previous theory was also verified. 

For values of the wavenumber lower than Kmin the spectrum 
function P (Ku C) falls rapidly and is seven db down from the 
peak when the wavenumber is K{ = 2.5. Also at low wavenum
bers the spectrum funciton broadens and shows a small con
tribution from the potential motions as c— U„- At least in the 
range of experiments covered by the experiments, Re* = 1000 
to 4,500 the low wavenumber convective events scale are in
dependent of Reynolds number when scaled on outer variables 
including a defect phase velocity. 
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